Action Zone:
Leading Change from the Inside Out:
Inner Shifts for outer Transformation

Wednesday, November 14th, 2018
Time: 13:15-15:00
Meeting-Point: Main Entrance Flora/ Registration

Description

In this experiential workshop you will be embarked on a journey and connect to individual purpose & excitement as a foundation to build strong teams and to drive transformation. For this, tools from storytelling & deep listening will be used that help to make sense of transformation and discover the supportive conditions within yourselves and your team to make it happen.

Facilitators

Jannik Kaiser & Emily Johnston

Jannik Kaiser and Emily Johnston are the co-founders and co-CEOs of Unity Effect. As social entrepreneurs, facilitators and young leaders, their work focuses on empowering authentic leaders and changemakers. Jannik’s background is in sociology and complexity science, with professional experience in the fields of academia (University of Bielefeld, Center for Development Research Bonn) and impact monitoring and organizational development (FLO CERT and Fairtrade International). Emily’s background is in environmental social science, with professional experience in social policy, research and advocacy (Tasmanian Council of Social Service) and local government sustainable development and behavior change (City of Yarra, Melbourne, Australia). In their roles as co-CEOs, they guide the process of building up Unity Effect as a Teal (self-organised and purpose-driven) organization.